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Warframe planets drops

Category page Edit here is a list of where they fall as they fall from bosses on the planets Warframe: Trinity Planet: Phobos Sector: Iliad Mission level range: 22-27 Boss: LT. Lech Kril &amp; Captain Vor Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 25,000 Credits Warframe: Rhino
Planet: Venus Sector: Fossa Mission level range: 08-10 Boss: Jackal Part Bluprints : Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 35,000 Credits Warframe: Hydroid Planet: Earth Sector: Oro Mission level range: 20-25 &amp; Required Mastery Rank 5 Boss: Vay Hek Hek Terra Frame Part Bluprints
: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 50,000 Credits Warframe: Mag Planet: Mars Sector: War Mission level range: 10-12 Boss: The Sergeant Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint : Marketplace for 25,000 Credits Warframe: Valkyr Planet: Jupiter Sector:
Themisto Mission level range: 13-15 Boss: Alad V Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 35,000 Credits Warframe : Ember Planet: Saturn Sector: Tethys Mission level range: 13-15 Boss: General Sargus Ruk Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint:
Marketplace for 25,000 Credits Warframe: Equinox Planet: Uranus Sector: Titania Mission level range range : 21-23 Boss: Tyl Regor Part Bluprints: Day Helmet, Day Chassis, Day Systems, Day Aspect, Night Helmet, Night Chassis, Night Systems, and Night Aspect Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 25,000 Credits
Warframe : Excalibur Planet: Pluto Sector: Hades Mission level range: 31-33 Boss: Ambulas Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 35,000 Credits Warframe: Frost Planet: Ceres Sector: Exes : 33-35 Boss: Lt. Lech Kril Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe
Bluprint: Marketplace for Marketplace 25,000 Credits Warframe: Nova Planet: Europa Sector: Naamah Mission level range: 21-23 Boss: Raptor Part Bluprints: Helmet , Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 35,000 Credits Warframe: Loki Planet: Neptune Sector: Psamathe Mission level range: 28-30
Boss: Hyena Pack Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint Bluprint : Marketplace for 35,000 Credits Warframe: Saryn Planet: Sedna Sector: Merrow Mission level range: 28-30 Boss: Kela De Thaym Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 35,000 Credits
Warframe : Nyx (Phorbid Assasination Missions during infection outbreaks) Planet: Random Sector: Random Assasination Mission level range: Random Boss: Phorbid Part Bluprints: Helmet, Chassis, and Systems Warframe Bluprint: Marketplace for 25,000 credits This list was made as I beat each boss edited January
21, 2016 by (XB1)MidlifeGamerAce The list above was good, but with recent updates, it was changed. There are more Warframes and new locations. Boss Drops - Each must be killed 3+ times to remove each part ---Rhino - Jakhals (Fossa (Venus)) (Venus)) - Vay Hek (Everest(Earth)) ---Valkyr - Alad V. (Themisto
(Jupiter)) ---Mag - Nef Anyo (War(Mars)) ---Ember - Sargus Ruk (Tethys(Saturn)) ---Trinity - Lech Kril + Vor (Iliad(Phobos)) ---Ash - Tyl Regor (Titania(Uranus)) ---Loki - Hyena Pack (Psamathe(Neptune)) ---Frost - Lech Kril (Exta(Ceres)) ---Excalibur - Ambulas (Hades(Pluto)) ( Research Drops - These should be
investigated in the clan dojo. ---Zephyr - Tenno Research ---Banshee - Tenno Research ---Volt - Tenno Research ( Prime Drops - These are earned with the Orikoin Void and Derelict Missions. The locations sometimes change, so I would recommend looking at the Wiki to double check the locations. ---Ember Prime ---
Frost Prime ---Mag Prime ---Rhino Prime ---Loki Prime ( , Random Boss - The only random boss Warframe is Nyx, who falls out of Phorid manifestation. A Phorid manifestation appears when an infestation outbreak reaches a boss fight. Alert - The only alert warframe is Vauabon. He is very difficult to see that there is a
very low chance that when a warning appears, it will be a part. And if so, there's always the chance it's one you already have. Quest - Buy and build the quest of the market and complete it to get parts of Mirage and Limbo. Warframe Boss Locations and Drops List by TheNexusCloudBoss: Captain Vor Planet: Mercury
Level: Tolstoy Faction: Grineer Drops: Cronus longswordBoss: The Jackal Planet: Venus Level: Fossa Faction: Corpus Drops: Rhino War frame Blueprint PartsBoss: Councillor Van Dek Planet: Earth Level: Everest Faction: Grineer Drops: Trinity Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: Sergeant Nef Anyo Planet: Mars Level: War
Faction: Corpus Drop: Mag Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: Jupiter Level: Themisto Faction: Infected Drops: Volt Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: General Sargas Jerk Planet: Saturn Level: Thetys Faction: Grineer Drop: Ember Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: Tyl Regar Planet: Uranus Level: TitanIa Faction: Grineer Drop:
Ash Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: The Hyena Planet: Neptune Level: Psamathe Faction: Corpus Drops: Loki Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: Ambulas Planet: Pluto Level: Hades Faction: Corpus Drop : Excalibur Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: Lt. Lech Krill Planet: Ceres Level: Exta Faction: Grineer Drop: Frost
Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: Phorid Planet: Eris Level: Naeglar Faction: Infestation Drop: Nyx Warframe Blueprint PartsBoss: Kela De Thaym Planet: Sedna Level: Merrow Faction: Grineer Drop: Saryn War BlueprintFrame PartsBoss: N/A Given – as Reward at the end of mission each Planet: Any Level: Captured and
Endless Defense Missions [Both Alerts and Normal Missions] Faction: Infested/Corpus/Grineer Drop: Banshee Warframe Blueprint PartsAlerts: + Dark Sword, Plasma Sword, jaw sword, Pangolin Sword, Heat Sword, + Dagger, Ceramic Dagger, Dark Dark + Random Warframe Blueprints + Orikin Catalyst and Reactor +
Alternative Helmets + Orikin Artifact Cards Edit Comments Share Normal resources Resources Resources Resources Resources Are items that are obtained in any mission around the Star Chart and can have multiple usespending on the type of Resource; however, most of them are used exclusively for the production
of other items in the Foundry with blueprints. Resources are usually displayed on the map as unique objects similar to the actual sources themselves. Players can also find resource caches that are unique to the resource type around the map. With very few exceptions like Ayatan Stars, resources are automatically picked
by the player while moving over them. Different Mods can help detect resources or storage containers, or speed up the process of resource harvesting by increasing the range where loots are picked automatically (e.g. Vacuum). Resource types[edit | edit source] Resources are classified according to the collection
method, the quantity obtained from each pickup, and its primary purposes. Common Resources[edit | edit source] Common resources are found very often, as the name implies. They fall out of lockers, fragile, normal enemies and bosses. Uncommon Resources[edit | edit source] Uncommon resources, as the name
implies, are rarely found in quantities usually between 10 and 30. They fall out of lockers, fragile, normal enemies and bosses. Some of the unusual sources are found in higher amounts between 50 and 100. Rare resources [edit | source] Rare sources will usually decline one by one. Some decrease the larger quantities,
such as 2 or 3. They are usually found by defeating bosses or a specific type of enemy, and very rarely from common enemies or storage lockers/containers. Research Resources[edit | edit source] Research resources are resources with a distinctive blue color and are dropped uncommonly from common enemies in
quantity of 1 to 3. They are crucial materials for research. [edit | edit source] Navigators are orbs needed to build a variety of keys. Like Research Resources, they can be classified as unusual or rare depending on various factors, such as drop rate or quantity obtained. Navigation coordinates are occasionally dropped into
storage containers. Special Resources[edit | source] These unique resources are not usually removed by normal enemies, but are obtained as a reward for completing very specific mission types or challenges, or are removed by specific enemy types (such as Sentient Cores dropped by Sentients). Some of these
sources currently have only one use. Minerals[edit | edit source] Editorial: Mining Special ores and rough are acquired through mining in Landscapes such as the Plains of Eidolon, the Orb Vallis and the Cambion Drift. They can be refined into alloys or carved gemstones and are usually used for construction materials
purchased in Cetus, Fortuna, and the Necralisk. These include Kitguns, K-Drives, Operator Amps, various weapons and and components, MOA companions, Zaws and Necramechs. Fish[edit | edit source] Editorial: Fishing Fish are acquired by fishing in the plains of Eidolon, the Orb Vallis, and the Cambion Drift. Their
organs can be extracted and are usually used for construction materials purchased in Cetus, Fortuna, and the Necralisk. They can be used to build the items listed in the mining industry. Empyrean Resources[edit | edit source] Empyrean resources are usually unique to Empyrean game mode and have three different
rarity types such as normal Star Chart sources. They have fallen from enemy combatants, can be found in storage containers inside of Crew members/points of interest, or dropped by destructible items around the space. Carbides, Cubic Diodes, Pustrels and Copernics are also dropped by Eximus units spawning in
specific planets. Mainly used for building Railjack components/turrets, but also needed for machining various Warframe parts or weapons. Quest/Event Resources[edit | edit source] Exclusive to the Quest/Event they are bound to, they serve no purpose beyond them. Most event resources have been deleted with the end
of their operations. Resource deposits[edit | edit source] Editorial: Storage Containers#Resource Deposits Resource Deposits are special containers with only one type of resource. These deposits have a unique name and appearance that match the source they contain and can only be found in the same areas as the
corresponding resource. The rarity of deposits usually corresponds to the rarity of the contained source; For example, alloy vessels are more common than Neural Arrays. Rare resource deposits can drop between 1 and 3 from the corresponding rare source. The different types of resource deposits are: Each deposit
must be scanned five times to complete codex entry. (Currently, unscanned deposits are not displayed in codex). Agricultural tips[edit | edit source] For best results, it is recommended to edit resources alone or in a special group. This will reduce the tensions that might otherwise arise between players trying to grow
resources and those who have other goals and do not want to look for resources. Infected levels tend to spawn more enemies, which means more opportunities for resources. In addition to being always controlled by the Infested, all Dark Sector missions have an increased resource drop rate that varies by individual
mission. The Vacuum Sentinel mod and Fetch Beast mod picks up materials around you in a good radius, eliminating the need to focus on manually collecting each last resource drop. At grade 0, Vacuum still has a respectable 6.5-meter range, while costing only two mod capacity. Adding to each sentinel streamlines
pick up and should reduce (though not eliminate) the need for specific agricultural resources. Break everything. Look for open containers or crates, and don't be shy about breaking them open, even if your team decides it's not worth it. Some but not all Area-effect Warframe skills containers, which can be combined with
Vacuum to greatly speed up the process. If you're playing a level with a very linear route, explore the entire level, including taking elevators to floors where the target isn't to look for more containers. Thief's White allows the player to spot all fragile crates within reach via the mini-map, along with marking mods through
walls. Master Thief gives the player a certain chance to open locked lockers (40% at level max). Scavenge allows a Kubrow to have a 90% chance of opening locked lockers. However, this only works on lockers the Kubrow can actually achieve. Codex Scanner can be used to see all containers in the current space within
the range of 50 meters. Weapons like the Ignis with large AoE bursts are very useful for breaking multiple containers or resource formations at once. Weapons such as Orthos Prime or Telos Boltace, with a wide range and decent attack speed, are also very useful when cracking open containers. Keep a lookout for
resource deposits that can spawn around the card. These are a good source for unusual and rare resources when destroyed. Different Warframe skills or augments affect resource drops. Nekros' Desecrate gives a 54% chance for most enemies killed in a wide radius around him to roll their loot tables again, as well as
spawning health spheres that help keep you from the fight, especially against the shield-bypassing Toxic damage used by many infected enemies. Neither strength nor power duration affects this power; mod for range and efficiency. The Despoil augment is also a good idea because it makes desecration completely self-
sufficient and allows you to freely use your energy on other skills. Moreover, it makes it much less likely that Desecrate will deactivate itself, because Nekros generally has a much larger health pool than the energy bath. When combined with Rejuvenation, the ability is essentially free with all health orbs declining. The
fixed 54% chance makes this the least efficient skill on a per-enemy basis, which is offset by its extreme ease of use and lack of augment requirement. This, combined with Nekros commonly known as the agriculture frame, makes Desecrate a popular choice. Ivara's Prowl allows her to passively pickpocket near
enemies, releasing any item from their drop table per enemy. This is slow, only working on one enemy at once and taking several seconds, but prioritizing specific enemies allows for more focused farming efforts and because it leaves affected enemies completely untouched, it can easily be coordinated with other
agricultural skills used by teammates. In addition to making the ability itself more efficient, expensive mods can be pickpockets times significantly Reduce. Power Strength mods do not have a beneficial effect on pickpocket, but damaged mods that reduce Power Strength give the opportunity to fail, giving the ability to
start over and try again. Atlas' Ore Gaze augment gives petren enemies a one 25% chance to roll their drop tables again. Unlike Desecrate, this is influenced by Power Strength (up to a 100% chance of 400% Power Strength), but is harder to use, only working on enemies that are converted to stone at the time of their
death. It can be used next to Desecrate. Thawed enemies are not affected by Ore Gaze; Increase power duration or coordinate with your teammates to ensure enemies are killed while still petrified. Hydroid's Pilfering Swarm doubles the chance of the fall of all enemies killed while entangled by Tentacle Swarm and
tentacles formed by Hydroid's passive. Note that the tentacles do not have to kill the enemy to allow the effect to occur. Drop chance is not affected by Power Strength, but this is still the most powerful single effect, which is offset by Tentakel Swarm being difficult to use efficiently in the first place. Its ability to synergize
with other agricultural capabilities seems to need more testing. All power-influencing mods have their uses with Pilfering Swarm: Despite not influencing magnification or increasing the number of tentacles, Power Strength scales particularly well with Tentacle Swarm's damage, allowing you to kill enemies and refocus on
another hurdle much faster and easily. Also, efficiency allows you to more easily compensate for the difficult targeting and limited number of tentacles. Power Range can be increased to give the tentacles more space to target enemies or reduced to limit them to smaller choke points. Expensive of course gives you and
your teammates more time to kill entangled enemies, but can be a waste if you often target new groups of enemies. Khora's Pilfering Strangledome gives a 65% chance for enemies entangled by Strangledome to drop extra loot. This opportunity is not affected by mods, and as with Hydroid's Pilfering Swarm, the enemy
must be kept in the dome to be affected by the additional drop chance, but does not need to be killed by it. Since the Strangledome has only a set amount of vertices that enemies can hold, this limits its effectiveness against hordes, but this is offset by the fact that enemies are pulled out of range, suffer damage over
time, can be damaged by attacks, and become vulnerable to friendly fire. The same enemy cannot be affected by both Pilfering Swarm and Pilfering Strangledome at the same time. But it does have some synergy with Desecrate as 1/3 of the damage over time effect is Slash based, giving a decent chance for enemies to



be dismembered. A common squad composition for a special agricultural mission is a Speed Nova – that say, a Nova with less than 70% power using its Molecular Prime capability, which will accelerate enemies rather than slow them down, a Desecrating Nekros, sometimes with the Despoil magnification for ease of
use, a Pilfering Swarm Hydroid and an Energy Vampire Trinity to rearrange the other frames to their skills. A common tactic is to find an easy room and camp for a while, speeding up the the to the campsite location and massage them. (NOTE: This method may not work at this time. Needs verification and possible
removal) If there is a rare source that can be acquired from a planet in their loot drop tables (e.g. Neural Sensors of Jupiter or Argon Crystals from the Void) then there is a way to farm them with the Spare Parts mod equipped. Choose a quick mission like a Capture and then, once the mission begins, you get killed a few
times (save yourself a few lives in case of emergency) and see if the source you're following drops. If it doesn't stop then restart the mission and try again until it does. After that, continue the mission normally until you reach the extraction point. Then kill all the remaining lives you have for extra loot drop chances and
finish. It can also drop tellurium on submersible and Kuva Fortress missions. For passive farming, extractors can be placed on planets with all its nodes completed. However, this method is effective for getting common and unusual resources, even with the Distilling Extractor. Rare sources are difficult to come by using
extractors. Recommended agricultural locations[edit | edit source] These recommendations are based on players' opinions and may not be optimal. For more information, see discussion comments and individual source pages. Resource Location Alloy Plate Gabii (Ceres), Draco (Ceres) or Malva (Venus) Argon Crystal
Any Void Survival/Exterminate Circuits Draco (Ceres) or Malva (Venus) Control Module Any Void Survival/Defense, Hyena Pack (Psamathe, Neptune) or Raptors (Naamah, Europa) Cryotic Any excavation mission Ferrite Any Void Survival/Defense, Tikal (Earth) or Apollodorus (Mercury) Gallium Assur (Uranus) or
Lieutenant Lech Kril (War, Mars) Hexenon Ganymede (Jupiter) or Cameria (Jupiter) Morphics Wahiba (Mars), Captain Vor (Tolstoy, Mercury) or Apollodorus (Mercury) Nano Spores Hyf (Deimos), Terrorem (Deimos), the Cambion Drift (Deimos), Akkad (Eris) or Piscinas (Saturn) Neurale Sensors Cameria (Jupiter), Alad V
(Themisto, Jupiter) or Raptors (Name n),Europa) Neurodes Hyf or Terrorem (Deimos), Lephantis (Magnacidium, Deimos) or Zealoid Prelate (Exequias, Deimos), Tikal (Earth) or Zabala (Eris) Orokin Terror Cellem (Deimos) , Draco (Ceres) or Piscinas (Saturn) Oxium Galatea (Neptune), or Despina (Neptune) Plastids
Zeugma (Phobos), Ophelia (Uranus) or Zabala (Eris) Polymer Bundle Assur (Uranus), Ophelia (Uranus) or Apollodorus (Mercury) Rubedo Any Void Survival / Defense of Zeugma (Pho forest) Salvage Cameria (Jupiter) or Wahiba (Mars) Tellurium Ophelia (Uranus), Caelus (Uranus) or Salacia (Neptune) Resources By
Planet[edit | edit source] Note, some sources are not tied to specific planets: Tellurium may fall as a rare source in an Archwing mission and Oxium will drop from Oxium Ospreys in most Corpus missions. Notes[edit | source Resource pickups can be spawned if they are not picked up by the player if there are too many
individual pickups at once. Patch Patch | Source Edit] Update 7.7 Modified General Resource Pickup Model Resources Vanilla Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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